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This edition's theme is
ART

Kindergarten
Make a Card

Grade 4
thisissand

You can choose the theme and borders of your card,
add pictures or use the paintbrush to write your own
message.

Press or double-click to start the sand. Move your
cursor back and forth across the screen. Use the "c"
on your keyboard to access different colours. Then,
double-click to re-start the sand. You can capture
your finished sand art.

Grade 1
Colour Combo

Grade 5
Spin (Tate.org.uk)

This site will help you to explore what happens
when you mix different colours together!
Grade 2
Cybermuse.ca: Treasure Hunt

Spin the wheel, choose colours and create your
artwork. Your colours, spin speed and "brush" type
are all in the tool palette.
Grade 6
Artopia: Sculpture

See the steps in creating an Inuit sculpture, and
learn about its meaning.

Grade 3
Kidzness Card Maker

Choose images (resizeable), background shape and
borders and add text to create your card.

Choose from a variety of activities: view a one
minute movie on the sculpture, be an art critic, meet
an artist or explore the sculpture studio itself
(carving, casting, Gallery 360 and modeling).

Grade 7
The Artist's Toolkit

Grade 10
How to Draw Perspective

Explore the Artist's Toolkit. Select a topic from the
menu and then "watch" the example and "create"
your own.

The video on this page "shows a very quick sketch
of a room..that demonstrates the two point linear
perspective." (site descr.) Then, the page offers
descriptions and examples (with images) of the
rules of linear perspective.

Grade 8
Lascaux - A Visit to the Cave

Grade 11
Memento Mori

This is an amazing site, virtually exploring the
Lascaux Cave in France with its prehistoric cave
drawings. Click on the words "a visit to the cave"
and begin your exploration. Don't miss the
triangular tab on the left hand side of the screen that
opens up all the documentation about the history,
the setting and the various chambers of the cave.
Grade 9
Viscosity

"Viscosity is a modern art generator. People create
art with viscosity. People browse art made with
viscosity. People watch viscosity move. People
learn about viscosity." [Site]

This series of games and riddles is an exploration of
the memento mori theme, which means "Remember
that you must die." Learn about some pieces of
artwork that embody this theme.
Grade 12
Ulluriat

Explore 28 pieces of Inuit art from the National
Gallery. Click on a star or one of the images along
the bottom to begin your exploration.

